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Our Price $9,700
Specifications:

Year:  2015  

VIN:  1G1JC5SH1F4184189  

Make:  Chevrolet  

Stock:  D5632  

Model/Trim:  Sonic LT Auto  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Sedan  

Exterior:  Red Hot  

Engine:  Ecotec 1.8L I4 138hp 125ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Jet Black/Dark Titanium Cloth  

Transmission:  6-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  90,142  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 25 / Highway 35

**Step into Style and Efficiency with the Award-Winning 2015 Chevrolet
Sonic LT**

Ladies and gentlemen, feast your eyes on the vivacious red 2015
Chevrolet Sonic LT Auto, a vehicle that perfectly blends performance,
style, and economy. With just 90,142 miles on the odometer, this Sonic
is poised to deliver an exhilarating driving experience for many miles to
come.

**Award-Winning Pedigree**

Let's start with the accolades because this isn't just any car – it's a
multi-award winner. Recognized by J.D. Power and Associates for
Performance and Design as the Highest Ranked in the Small Car
Segment, this Sonic doesn't just meet expectations; it exceeds them. It's
also been honored in J.D. Power's Initial Quality Study (IQS) and
Vehicle Dependability Study (VDS) as one of the Top Models, ensuring
you that you're investing in a vehicle synonymous with reliability and
satisfaction. And if that wasn't enough, it's also been named one of
Kelley Blue Book's 10 Coolest Cars Under 18k, making it a choice that's
as smart as it is stylish.

**Performance Meets Economy**

Under the hood, the Ecotec 1.8L I4 engine pumps out a robust 138hp
and 125ft. lbs. of torque, delivering a spirited drive that's sure to
invigorate your daily commute. The 6-Speed Shiftable Automatic
transmission ensures smooth shifts and gives you the power when you
need it, while also offering the flexibility to manually select gears for a
more engaged driving experience. 
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**Sleek Exterior, Comfortable Interior**

The Sonic's red exterior is not just a color; it's a statement. It's a bold
choice that reflects the confidence and energy of the driver within.
Complementing the striking exterior is the black cloth interior that
provides a sleek, modern backdrop for every journey. Comfortable,
supportive seats welcome you and your passengers, making every trip,
whether a quick errand or a long adventure, a pleasure.

**Manufacturer Options and Packages**

This Sonic LT comes loaded with features that amplify convenience and
connectivity. You'll appreciate the thoughtfully designed layout and the
technology at your fingertips, ensuring that every drive is as enjoyable
as it is comfortable.

**A Smart Choice for the Discerning Buyer**

This 2015 Chevrolet Sonic LT isn't just a car; it's a smart investment. Its
proven track record for quality and dependability, combined with its
stylish design and efficient performance, makes it an exceptional choice
for anyone who values substance just as much as style. 

**Your Invitation to Experience Excellence**

We invite you to come and experience this remarkable vehicle for
yourself. Feel the comfort of the seats, the responsiveness of the
engine, and the smoothness of the transmission. Imagine the admiring
glances as you cruise by in this radiant red beauty, and the satisfaction
of knowing you made an intelligent choice, celebrated by industry
experts and satisfied drivers alike.

Don't let this opportunity pass you by. The 2015 Chevrolet Sonic LT
Auto is ready to create new memories with you at the wheel. Visit us
today and take the first step towards driving away in not just a car, but a
statement of excellence. Your Sonic awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/21/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options
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Snapshot

2015 CHEVROLET SONIC LT AUTO

Damage reported: minor damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

28 Service history
records

5 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

90,142 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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